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Abstract: Haptic perception remains a grand challenge for artificial hands. Artificial dexterous manipulators could be enhanced by “haptic intelligence” that enables identification of objects and their features via touch alone. Studies will be presented in which a robot hand outfitted with a deformable, multimodal tactile sensor was used to replay human-inspired haptic “exploratory procedures” to perceive edge orientation and fingertip-sized geometric features. Edge orientation varied relative to the long axis of the finger. Geometric features varied by type (bump, pit), curvature (planar, conical, spherical), and footprint dimension (1.25-20mm). Tactile signals generated by active fingertip motions were used to extract inputs for support vector classification and regression. The influence of tactile sensor capabilities, exploratory procedure selection, and hand compliance on perception accuracy will be discussed. The ability to perceive local shape could be used to advance semi-autonomous robot systems and to provide haptic feedback to human teleoperators of devices ranging from bomb defusal robots to neuroprostheses.
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